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* ° Introducti on

" '.■ i . .['■■'. , -

Through a grant from UNDP, the United Nations Economic Commission for

Africa (EGA) wao able to recruit arid place four women co—ordinators in four

MULPOCs (Gisenyi, Lusaka, Niger and Yaounde") .> The co ordinatois'principal ,. ...
function is to implement projects which,fully integrate women^in^he . ..;..:

development process as established in the work programme by the policy organs

of each MULPOC. ■:: ■■:.,:,.

Within ECAP the African Training and Research Centre for Women (ATRCW)

is charged with the responsibility of assuring that action- is undertaken?'projects

and programmes implemented and co-ordination effected to ensure that women are

fully integrated in the development process^ The thrust for the integration of

women in development (WID) in contemporary times started in 1975 (IT'JY)» culminated
in a World. Plan of Action7 received universal acclaim in resolutions of the United

Nations General Assembly and has since attained practical implementation through

co-ordinated and concerted efforts at globalj regional and national levels.

ATRCW assumed direct responsibility for the recruitment and placement of

the subregional co—ordinators for women's programmeso This.; however,, was only the

initial step. To inform the co-ordinators of the objectives of their .missionj ...the? :

implications of the World Plan of Action and the intricacies of the system which.,,-,.,

they had entered posed a formidable challenge to ATRCW-, ... ,

Shortly after their recruitment? aach of.the co—ordinators paid,an

individual visit toATRCW/ECA for briefing* It was felt3 however? /that after a..-,...

brief sojourn in their respective I>ULPOCs, a short workshop should be held for the ,

group to provide them with a more in-depth orientation at ECA headquarters. This

is a report of the *irst Workshop for MULPOC Co—ordinators held at Addis Ababa

25-30 June I98O, " :..: . .

II• Objectives

Objectives of the Workshop were to:

1p Provide the 00—ordinators with an in—depth orientation to the "MUXFOCs,

ATRCW and ECA3

2- Establish a forum where the co—ordinators and ATRCW staff would .,- ..

interact,'thereby harmonizing work programmes and working relationships .

between ECA staff and the subregional MULPOC officers on WID; ■,,.

3» Provide an opportunity for the co—ordinators to meet and prescribe ways

and means by which they could reinforce each other in the field;

4* Discuss factors which have aided or handicapped the work of'/the

co—ordinators during their first six months at their respective duty

stationsj with a view to seeking solutions and/or reinforcing such ; -,■:
factors^
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III. Opening Ceremony

The workshop was officially opened on behalf of the Executive Secretary .

by Mr. J. Riby-Williams, Chief of the Social Development Division (SDD). After
welcoming the participants to Addis Ababa, Mr« Riby-Williams discussed the MULPOC

co-ordinatorsl role in implementing grass roots programmes for the integration of

women in development,. He stressed that the three objectives of the Workshop were

to:

1» Increase the participants' understanding of ATRCW, the MULPOCs and the;

programmes and projects which must be implemented at the subregional

level;

'.'\i* Enable the participants to provide feedback to staff at ECA

headquarters;

3. Create a modus operandi for women's programmes in the MUL'POCs.

Mr, Riby-Williams stressed that as the co-ordinators were located in the

MULPOCs, they would Be in a very good jpo&ii:ion to assess the situation of women,

government policies related to women's integration and trends in national thinking

on that issuer

Mr. Riby-Williams assured the co-ordinat^rs that the staff of the Social

Development Oivision stood ready to assist them at all-timfta-and. wished the

participants a. successful workshop.,

IV. Organization

All of the Workshops deliberations were held in plrnary sessions with

simultaneous interpretation in French and English.

V. Institutional and Organizational Frameworft of the.J'lULSOCs within the

Economic Commission for Africa

This topic was of prominent importance in the workshop. The five sub-

regional MULPOCs, as their name reflects; are operational arms of ECA with a
high level of autonomy. It is within the context of the HiULPOCs that the co

ordinators operate and it was only proper that a detailed description of the

history, objectives and modus operandi of the MULPOCs should have been presented

to the co—ordinators*

Mr. Bax Nomvete, Director of the Economic Co-operation Office of ECA, made

a presentation, to the Workshop on the MULPOCs* In his presentation, Mr. Nomvete

covered the history> objectives, functions, personnel and internal and external

relationships of the MULPOCs as well as their structural framework.
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A summary of his talk follows:

History . . .. - ■

. The MULfoCs were created'during the third meeting of" the EGA Conference
of kiAisterWin 1977. The MULPOCs "succeeded.the MATs| which by the/ end of the
1960s had been evaluated by African leaders as not serving a purposeful function

vis a vis the developmental needs and demands of the African continent, , The

pr^sp^,e?certed;.bY the African" States in .19/3/74 led, to a'revision of ECA's
objectives, a search for closer functional linkages with member States and the
accentuation of priorities consonant with development problems in the region. A

document responding to this call, the'Revised Framework of Principles for the
Implementation of the New International Economic Order in Africa, was prepared

with a focus, on action. The MULPOCs were seen as the axes of the action

programmes" that would ultimately emerge. (The five MULPOCs and constituent

member States are contained in annex two)

The MULPOCs were not created to duplicate what EGA headquarters was doing

or would do in the future. Rather, they were to be autonomous administrative,

functional arid operational centres whose work programme would bean integral part

of ECA;:asJ a whole. " ■■ ' • ■'-'' '■ ■ " " ■--■■■■— ,'-'■'.. ■ '■■■ •■< ■: ■."■'; ,■

Objective

Basically, the MULPOCs1 major objective is the promotion of multinational
economic co-operation, with a yi.ew[jtp creating,.sub^gioi^l.^oiraim^ma^^s >as^_^;___ _._:^

step towards establishing a regional common market.

Structure' of MULPOCs ' ■ - ■ ; ' ..;■',■■.

The MULPOCs are an integral part of EGA. They enjoy a. high.degree, of autonomy

and are responsible to a Council of Ministers drawn from their constituent member

States. Administratively, they operate under the Terms of Reference and Rules of

Pt:ocedute.Jaf_..thW.Ecotiomic^^mmissi.on .foj^Afri^^with^ of
EGA as head. Their degree of autonomy is best understood in view of the functions

of thie MULPOC directors.1 ' . : . ; ■ .

MULFOC Directors ; !■■■:.'' : -:-- ■ ■ = ■ -.' ■

•' WLPOC directors have multiple functions; they; .: ! .:/. i . '.

administrative heads; v . , . , ...

2. IJaye responsibility for the; implementation of their respective

.; subregional work programmes; . i , , '.'"...'

3. Haye authority to consult independently *"■*" constituent

I. Governments; • . . . ^ L . . .;

4. Are responsible for convening policy organs and expert meetings; -
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5» Have authority to liaise with UNDP Resident Representatives in

constituent member States, other United Nations agencies and non

governmental organizations for the purpose of raising funds or seeking

'''collaboration in project formulation, implementation and evaluation;

6. Are responsible for the preparation of work programmes and related

budgets as well-as for management plans for the, subregional programmfesf

7« Recruit support staff and make recommendations.to the Executive

Secretary for the- engagement of professional and expert staff; !

Moreover, all WLPOC staff are responsible to the MULPOC director's* ;

The Relationship between the MttPOCs and EGA' Headquarters

, .The Econpm;Lc Cor-operation Office at headquarters is responsible for

affairs* , Jn this office, a full-time professional staff memberHs assigned to the

affairs p£ ,each MULPOC. Liaison, between all sections at headquarters and each
MUIPOC is thus maintained through ECO staff members. . .

Generally, ECA staff support the activities of all of the MULPOCs. ^

The Co?-ordinat,ors of Women's Programmes in the EtiULPOCs. .

The co-ordinators are first arid foremost part of the MtfLPOC teams. Directly
under the supervision of the directors, they represent women's interests at the

subregional level. Their functions include evolving women^ projects, including
them in the MULPOC work programme and implementing activities. -

.;<v: •■.;('.. V. -yj-rv-K >< : .■ -■ ...-,■. , . -, ■ \ - ■;.. ■ ... :

VI.;,, '-.capbttl,'Regional.. Subregional and National Perspectives of ATRCW PrbafanmeV

-; Wa. Pfery Tadesse, Gh^ef of a'TRCW, presented the participants With a clear
picture of the structure and functions of the Centre. She explained ATRCW's
relationship with statutory bodies which were established irt the "Africa region for
the promotion of women^ welfare. In doing so, she related the circumstances which
led to the establishment of women's programmes within the Regional Commissions*---:

VII. The Functions of TACOO (Technical Assistance and Co-operation Office) in ECA

Mr. Gaoussou Traore explained the functions of this office, emphasizing its

role as a co-ordinating and evaluating organ within ECA. TACOO's responsibilities
include the administration of extrabudgetary resources received by ECA from other

United Nations agencies, bilateral donors and other sources. One of its major
functions is monitoring funds to ensure that the funds are actually utilized as

planned*
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VIII. Activities of ATRCN

Members of ATRCW explained the activities of the Centre as well as

guidelines for such activities. The main areas covered were trainingf research, the

Task Force, handicrafts and small—scale ihdustries> appropriate technology and

population and family—life education*

IX. Presentations by the Co*-brd&riators . : .: .

Each of the Co-ordinators made a presentation which covered:

1« The work programme;

2a Activities carried out since their arrival at their duty stations;

3a Problems and issues;

4a General matters. . .

X. Discussion

After all of the presentations, a "vigorous discussion ensued vhich^

focussed on problems the cc—ordinators faced and mi matters which required further* •

clarification regarding relationshipsa The recommendations and/or resolutions in
this report reflect hot only the major problem areas and issues raised but also the

action which the Workshop felt should be taken to solve these problems-

XI. Other Activities

The Nigerian observers presented a description dif their work*at home and

indicated that there were areas in which there might be collaboration with ATRCW in

the futiirea

XII. Recommendations

1. Administrative Matters within the MULPOCs

Noting with satisfaction the progress which has been made iti harmonizing

the women's programme of ATRCW and the MULPOCst of which the present Workshop is an

example*

Acknowledfling the authority which has been vested in the directors of the

MULPOCs with respect to all administrative matters in each -of the respective subregions,

the co—ordinators of women's programmes would like to review and emphasize their

willingness to co-operate with all the staff in their respective MULPOCs iind to continue

efforts towards harmonizing women's programmes with all on—going projects. " v^^ '

Noting further, however, that the current women's programmes iii.the MULPOCs

were developed after an assessment of women's needs in each subregion, it was "■'• "■

recommended that: : ' ' ;

1« The co—ordinators should be faced with no restrictions in implementing

the programme as planned;

2. The cc—ordinators should be allowed to make recommendations with respect

to rephasing or changing projects in accordance with the evolving wishes

of women in the subregions;



3» The co—ordinators, in consultation and agreement wi-t£i-fehe directors* of

MULPOCs, should exercise control over their budgetj

4* EGA sh6uld consider' the" removal of bottlenecks which hinder the timely

"'■ -■'tiridtert"afcing':6f-!'pl(aiUiedi;iiii1issions. ' ' . . ; ' -'■;:' ■' */.."V',,'..'"

2. Communication Between Co-ordinators and ATRCW
■;■_; Hi..-, ■ -, --■<■ ■ '■ : ..•■■.„; . :.. ' ... ,^1'j.

Noting that the placement of women co-ordinators in the MULPOCs was part of

the Overall Decehtralization Plan of ECA, ' "

Realizing that this process was at an initial experimental srtrage,

Recognizing* therefore9 that the current work programme of headquarters

staff was different from that of the women co-ordinators7

Resolving that despite the difference, the need existed *6 Collaborate in •

the implementation of all projects and programmes at all levels- it was recommended
that: . :-!;'" . ■■l!"i •-"■-■'■'-■■"■■ ;-i^r'-;"; "■ *■-' ■ ■ '■■ ■ -■■'■;

; ■•v;

iv Qr^ater consultation^ and' 'collaboration should be forged among ECO. the !
'■ 'kjLPOCs'and ATRCWj' '" ""'"; ' " >-;i<-1"- ' ; . ' ' ' ' ' ''\ \""'

2. There should exist a full exchange of information between ATRCW staff at

headquarters and the women co-ordinators with respect tQ programmes,

projects and work plans in the short term, medium term and long term;

3. Fullr>infbrmatic-ri should; be'provided to all the women co-ordinators as

regards the activities of each ATRCW headquarters staff member in each

of the MULPOCs, stating precisely the role expected of the relevant

co—ordinator. - tl:..'....

4. There should be an exchange. o£ infbrmation,V_p.rO5r.es> ;reports and work .

plans among the co—ordinators of women's programmes;

5^ Details of the work programme and various reports from each MULPOC

should also be made.

3. : Additional Staff for the Niamey^and tusaka MULPOCs' ' ,■..„;.

Noting that the Niamey arid Lusaka MJLPOCs consistedof l6 andol8ncountries

respectively, ■' '" - ' ' '■"'"'.'' )'".' : . ' ' ' . ■'■'"■■ '! ' ' *K ~ 'u [[.['

Realizing the need for qualitative and quantitative coverage of womenfs
programmes in all the countries of these1 two MULPOGsj" it was recommended that one

additional professional staff member should be recruited for each ofJthe Niamey and,

Lusaka MULPOCs-, :
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4« Collaboration with United Nations Agencies and Other Aeen'eies and

Institutions

Acknowiedging the need for collaboration with United; Nations and other

agencies which had women's programmes in all the1 subregiohs, i •

Observingt however$ that overlap and duplication did exist'in the field

because of certain vested interests at various levels, ' ■'■ >;

Noting that thfe primary responsibility of the co—ordinators was to

implement their Own programmes; . . > : . .... . :, , .:: --.

■ ■ ■ ■ - : ■ ■ ' '.■'-■< - ■ ■■■■-■. ■ .,< - .'. ■ ■■; ,-,;■■ ■ ■ ,.-.,■_..■ r.'tJ-'-.f

Desiring to establish cordial working- relationships with all agencies and -■.-

Governments in the subregions? it was recommended that: >■■ -.>-■■■-■■> *. . tH ■ ; ;; :■.-.

1* ATRCW should constantly provide full details about the Interagency

Working Group;

^.'i(..-. .:■...■-:...,; .ixs^l *:
2, ECA should provide full guidelines on modalities for collaboration with

other agencies [in the'field« '■"'■' ' : - '■•„.■■.; ,T,
■■ '! ■' ■• ■■'■■■;■■;■ ■■;. : ■■ ; ■ ' .-■.. , -, :• ..-, • ;,- ';,■■)?■:-:•'

5* National t Machineries •'"■ ■■■''- n?-:i ■■-■.'■;:■.;■. ■

It was explained that the establishment of national machineries was a major

priority of ATRCW, Although machineries existed in many countries, there were still

quite a number of countries which had not established anyo In all cases, there was a

great need to mobilize the expertise of intellectual African women* There was also

a need to recognize and bring into the mainstream women's groups which were operating

with or without the support of political parties or national Governments,

It was recommended that a major effort should be made to mobilize:

1. Women technicians and specialists who did not as yet participate in the

creation and operation of efforts to promote women's integration in

their countries;

2. Existing women's groups which were involved in the creation and

mobilization of national machineriesc

6, Recommendations

Considering the many proposals made by Ms. Aribot regarding the different

needs of poor African women in the rural areas and especially those related to the

drought in the Sahel region, the Workshop recommended that credit schemes should be

implemented for the period 1982 - 1983 to initiate punctual and concrete projects for

rural women and especially for those in the Sahel region.

It was felt that there must be harmonization between the MULPOCs1 prior

programmes and ATRCK's programmes and as much co-ordinated action as possible between

ATRCW units and the MULPOC co-ordinators .



The seminar recommended tha4;: -- ' - -—-- • - -

1. The different units of ATRCN should communicate with the -eo-ordinators

about the project activities of every MULPOC and determine the level of

the co-ordinators1 intervention in these different activities.

2. The units should communicate their output within the subregions to

the MULPOC co-ordinatofs.

In view of resolution 1 of the meeting of the subregional committee, of the
Niamey MULPOC which called for the recruitment of an associate expert to assist the
co-ordinators and in view of the large number of countries in this subregion and the
extension of programmes to be carried Out in this subregion, the Worktop recommended
that an assistant for the co-ordinators of the Niamey and Lusaka MULPOCs should be .,.-;■

recruited. . .

XIII. Closing Ceremony

Mr, Riby-Williams presided over a brief closing ceremony in which he thanked
all present for their contributions to the success of the workshop and wished the

participants bon voyage. ■■--■■■ . :.
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List of Workshop Participants

I. Co—ordinators of Women's Programmes

Ms. Mariama Aribot

Ms* Claire Gazania

Ms. Victoria Mwamwaja

Ms. Denise Sinarinzi

- Niamey MULPOC

- Yaounde" MULPOC

- Lusaka MULPOC

- Gisenyi MULPOC

II. Nigerian Participants

Ms. B. Oni

'Ms* M. Kaura

Head, Home Economics,

Federal Ministry of Agriculture

and Rural Development

AERLS, Ahmadou Bello University,

Zaria

III* Ethiopian Observer

Ms. Misrak Elias Co-ordinator,

Training in Development Planning and Women:

An African Perspective

IV. Workshop Director

Mr. S.J. Bai Bangura Information and Training Officer,

ATRCW
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MULPOCs and Constitueht Member States

Gisenvi MULPOC

Burundi

Rwanda

Zaire

Lusaka MULPOC

Angola

Botswana

Comoros

Djibouti

Ethiopia

Kenya

Lesotho

Madagascar '■ '

Malawi

Mauritius

Mozambique

Seychelles

Somalia

Swaziland

Uganda

United Republic of Tanzania

Zambia

Niamey MULPOC

Benin

Cape Verde

Ivory Coast

Gambia

Ghana

Guinea

Guinea-Bissau

Liberia

fviali

Mauritania

Niger

Nigeria

Senegal

Sierra Leone

Togo

Upper Volta

Taneiers MULPOC

Algeria

Egypt

Libya

Morocco

Sudan

Tunisia

Yaounde MULPOC

Cameroon "

Central African Republic

Chad

Congo

Equatorial Guinea

Gabon

Sao T&me and Principe




